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The notion of regular subrings of a differential ring is defined. We prove that, for some 
element y of the ring satisfying certain conditions, the extension R,[ y] of a regular subring R, is 
also a regular subring. As an application, we give some results concerning almost monotonic real 
functions. 
1. Introduction 
The following theorem answers a question raised by Schanuel: 
Theorem. Let Y be the algebra of real-valuedfunctions defined on R, the set of real 
numbers, except perhaps on a finite set. Let E be the smallest subalgebra of Y- 
containing the functions 1, t, exp(t), logltl, tan-’ t and closed under the pointwise 
addition, multiplication, composition and pseudo-inverse operation. (To avoid 
difficulty in the composition of zero function and log] t I, we shall define log 0 = 0.) 
Then any function of E is almost monotonic (see Section 4 for the definitions of 
pseudo-inverse and almost monotinicity). 
Actually, we shall prove a more general result which has other important 
consequences. The proof is purely algebraic. No analogous result holds for complex 
functions. Indeed by the Picard theorem, if Q(z) is a transcendental meromorphic 
function, then Q(t)=A has infinitely many solutions z except for perhaps two 
values of the complex number A 13, p. 391. We should point out also that one of the 
results in [4] stating that every elementary term has only finitely many zeros is a 
particular case of the above result. Some weaker results can be found in [l] and [2]. 
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2. Regular elements of a differential ring 
We shall assume that all the rings in this 
element 1. 
article are commutative with a unit 
We recall that a differential ring R is a ring equipped with a differential operator 
D: R +R (that is, D(x+y) =D(x) + D(y) and D(xy) =xIIy+yDx). 
An element x in R is said to be regular if there exists (necessarily unique)x E R such 
that x2%=x and X~X=X. Note that x is regular iff there exists y E R such that x2y =x 
(take X=y2x). Clearly if x is regular then e=xX is idempotent. Since the ring is 
commutative, the product of two regular elements is regular. 
We will need the following easily proved results. 
Lemma 1. If e is idempotent hen De=O. 
Corollary. If e is idempotent hen for all XE R, 
D( ex) = eDx. 
In particular, Re is closed under the differential operator D. 
Lemma 2. If .?‘x=X then D.?= -n2Dx. 
Corollary. If Dy =yDx and if p exists then DJ = -JDx; in particular if y-’ exists 
then Dy-” = -ny-“Dx for n > 0. 
Lemma 3. (a) Let e be an idempotent element of R andy=y, +y2 wherey, E Re and 
y2 E R( 1 - e). Then y is regular in R iff both yI and y2 are. 
(b) Suppose that e = x2 for some regular element x. Let z be an element of Re. 
If there exists n Z= 0 such that us” or zi?’ is regular then z is regular. 
Definition 1. A subring R0 of a differential ring R is said to be regular if Ro is closed 
under the differential operator D and all of its elements are regular in R. 
Theorem ‘1. Let R, be a regular subring of R an let XE Ro. Then R,[.F] is also a 
regular subring of R. 
Proof. That Ro[x] is closed under D follows from lemma 2. It suffices then to show 
that every element of R,#] is regular. Any element of R&l is of the form Cy,,,r$, 
for some ro, . . . , r,, E R. and n L 0. Let e = XX. Due to part (a) of Lemma 3, it suffices 
to prove that both (Cy=,, r,n’)(l - e) and (Cjl,,, r;&)e are regular. Note first that for 
i>O, 
x’( 1 _ e) = Xi _ n’x’x’ = 0. 
Consequently (C:=O r$‘)( 1 - e) = ro( 1 - e) is regular, being the product of two regular 
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elements r. and 1 - e. Conforming to part (b) of Lemma 3, to show that (C:=,, ri_?‘)e 
is regular, we show that ( CrzO rjP)ex2” is regular. Since x’e =.?(xx)‘=R~, we have 
( > 
,cO r,x’ exZn = (r,P+r,_,P-’ +...+r,x+roe)x2” 
= rnxflx2n + r, _ , p - IXW - 1 ‘x2 + . . . + r* _?xZxZn - 2 + TOxx2X2n - 1 
=T,X”+r,_,X”+‘+...+f1X2n-l+rgX2n. 
The above computation shows that (C:=ori,?i)ex2” is an element of R. and is there- 
fore regular in R. Hence the proof of the lemma is completed. 
3. Rolle rings 
Definition 2. A differential ring R is said to be a Rofie ring if every element x of R is 
regular whenever Dx is. 
Theorem 2. Let R. be a regular subring of a Rolle ring R and let y be an element of 
R. Then Ro[ y] is a regular subring of R if one of the following statements is true: 
(a) DYE Ro. 
(b) y-t exists and Dy = yDx for some XE Ro. 
(c) Dy = .i’Dx for some x E Ro. 
Proof. Due to Theorem 1, we can assume without loss of generality that PERU for 
every r E Ro. 
(a) Assume that DYE Ro. It follows immediately that Ro[ y] is closed under 
the differentiation D. It suffices to show that C:=Oriyi is a regular element of R 
if ro,rl ,..., r,,ERo. We prove this by induction on n. For n = 0, we have nothing 
to prove. Assume that En:,,’ riy’ is regular in R for r,, . . . , r,,_ , E Ro. Show 
that Cy=,, riyi is also regular in R. Again by Lemma 3, it suffices to show that 
( CyzO ri_Y’)(l - e) and ( CycO riy’)e are both regular in R, where e= r,Jn. 
Since r,,y”(l - e) = 0, it follows that (1 -e) C:=O riy’= (I- e) C:id riy’ is regular. 
For the regularity of the other component e C:=, riyi, we note first that 
= ney “-lDy+D(~~~rii,Yi) 
n-l 
= Fo'siYi, 
where sjeRo for i=O,l,..., n - 1. By the induction hypothesis D(F,,e C:=Orjyi) is 
regular in R. Since the ring R is a Rolle ring, it follows that ?,,e CysO riy’ is regular 
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and hence, by Lemma 3, e C:=, r,y’ is also regular in R. 
(b) The proof is similar to that given above. However, to show that e C:=Orjy’ is 
regular in R, we compute 
where so,s,,...,s,-I ERO since Dy’=iy’Dx for iEZ. Consequently, 
D(F,,y-“e C:=oriy’) is regular in R, being the product of two regular elements. The 
completion of the proof is similar to that given above. 
(c) This part is a direct consequence of part (a) since by Theorem 1, we can 
always enlarge R. so that it contains XDx. 
4. Applications 
Let Y be the algebra of real-valued functions defined on R except perhaps on a 
finite subset of R. 
Definition 3. A function f is said to be piecewise C” if after deletion of finitely 
many points of R, f is C” on each of the components of R. 
Definition 4. A piecewise C” function f is said to be finitely vanishing if f-'(O) is 
either empty or the union of a finite number of intervals. 
Examples. Step functions, rational functions, exponential functions are piecewise 
C” finitely vanishing functions. 
Let S be the quotient algebra of the algebra of functions 9 under the following 
equivalence relation: 
Two functions are equivalent if they differ at most at finitely many points. 
For convenience, we still call an element of S a function. 
In the following, we assume that R is a subalgebra of S where every function of R 
is piecewise C”. 
Proposition 1. In R, a function is regular if and only iff is finitely vanishing. 
The proof is obvious. 
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Proposition 2. Equipped with the usual differential operator D, R is a Rolle ring. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the classical Rolle theorem. 
Definition 5. A function f is said to be almost monotonic if the inverse image of an 
interval is either empty or the union of a finite number of intervals. 
Obviously for any continuous function f, f is almost monotonic iff f+ C is 
finitely vanishing for all constant CE IR. 
Definition 6. Let f be an almost monotonic continuous function and I be a largest 
interval on which f is monotonic. A pseudo-inverse off in I is the inverse of the 
continuous function g which is equal to f on I and linear in each of the connected 
components of the complement of I. 
The pseudo-inverse of a function f in some interval will be simply referred to as a 
pseudo-inverse off. Any almost monotonic function has a finite number of pseudo- 
inverses. 
Lemma 4. Let R0 be a subalgebra of R containing polynomial functions, 
characteristic functions of intervals. If R0 consists of almost monotonic functions 
then for any pseudo-inverse $ of f E RO, the ring extension Ro[ f] consists of almost 
monotonic functions. 
Proof. Let ro, . . . , r,E RO. Let g be the inverse of f. From the above assumptions, 
ge RO. If t E R satisfies C:=,, r,(t)(f(t))‘=O, then for any ZE IR with g(z) = t, 
f. Vi 0 g)tz)ttfo g)(z))‘= 0. 
Hence C~=,,Z’S~(Z) =O, where s;=riOg~ Ro. It follows that the set of those z’s and 
consequently the set of those t’s are either empty or the union of a finite number of 
intervals. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 5. Let Ro be a subalgebra satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4. Assume 
furthermore that R0 is closed under the pseudo-inverse operation. If J g E R0 then 
Ro[f 0 g] consists of almost monotonic functions. 
Proof. Let ro, . . . , r,E RO. If t E IR satisfies C:,Ori(r)(f “g(t))‘= 0 then for any ZE I?? 
and pseudo-inverse g of g with t = g(z), we have CySO r; 0 g(t)(f(z))’ = 0. The rest of 
the proof is similar to that of Lemma 4. 
The smallest subalgebra closed under the pseudo-inverse operation and generated 
by a subalgebra R0 and f E R will be denoted by RO{ f }. 
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Theorem 3. Let Ro be a subalgebra of R consisting of almost monotonic functions 
and closed under the differentiation D. If Ro satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4 
then: 
(a) Ro(f) consists of piecewise C” almost monotonic functions and is closed 
under D. Here, $ is defined by 
J- iff(t)#o. 
f(t)= f(t) 1 0 if f(t) = 0. 
(b) If f is such that Df = g for some g E R0 then R,{ f) consists of almost mono- 
tonic piecewise C” functions and is closed under D. 
(c) lf f CR0 then Ro{exp(f)) consists of almost monotonic piecewise C” 
functions and is closed under D. 
Proof. From Theorem 2, Lemmas 3 and 4 we conclude that any element of the 
subalgebras in Theorem 3 can be considered as an element of a regular subring 
obtained by a finite iterative ring extension procedure which preserves the regularity. 
A consequence of the above theorem is the first theorem stated in the 
introduction. The following corollary is also worth to be mentioned. 
Corollary. If g,, g2, g3 E R. and g: + gi #O then for any piecewise C” function f, a 
solution of the differential equation 
g,f’ + g2.f+ g3 = 08 
R. { f) consists o&y of almost monotonic functions and is closed under D. 
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